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Abstract: Dancing in Cambodia, At Large in Burma gives a rather misleading impression to the reader who glances at its title. It seems that it is Ghosh’s narrative description of his travels through these two countries after this achieved independence from colonialism. However, as one progresses along, the first impression soon gives way to a serious realization that the book defies conventional literary classification of a ‘travelogue’ or ‘travel-writing.’ In fact, it is an imaginative rendering of complex responses of a scholarly researcher and sensitive writer of the agonizing process of the evolving of a nation for two South Asian Countries Cambodia and Burma in their postcolonial phase. These responses make, no doubt, a fascinating reading have been rendered in elegant and rhythmic prose revealing the harsh realities of the political, socio-cultural, economic and ethno-regional problems that these countries were confronted with after throwing off the yokes of slavery. In sooth, these countries are still grappling with the problematic of evolution of their distinct national identities; and the writer appears to hold a mirror to the other nation-states in the region and the continent. However for my article presentation I have chosen the title called “The Cultural legacy of Music and political turmoil in Amitav Ghosh’s Dancing in Cambodia at Large in Burma -A Postcolonial review, which explores the significance of Cultural legacy and political turmoil of Cambodia. This thought-provoking and disturbing book is a non-fictional personal review of the author which covered in about each and the middle – one genuinely sandwiched into historical evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

Amitav Ghosh’s nonfiction’s book titled ‘Dancing in Cambodia at Large in Burma’ begins with an anthropological description of the sea-journey of King Sisowath along with his entourage of several dozen princes, courtiers, officials and most importantly a troupe of nearly hundred classical dancers and musicians from the royal palace at Phnom Penh. For the king, the journey that started on 10 May 1906, at two in the afternoon, aboard a French liner called Amiral-Kersaint, was the fulfilment of a lifelong dream and desire to visit France. For others it was a cherished opportunity to step out of their own land and to stage the first ever performance of Cambodian classical dance in Europe, at the exposition colonial in Marseille, an immense fairyland of an exhibition centered on the theme of France’s colonial possessions. The ‘colonized’ situation of the dancers is sensitively portrayed in these tantalizing snippets of information of which the Marseille newspapers were often full: “it was said that the dancers entered the palace as children and spent their lives in seclusion ever after wards; that their lives revolved entirely around the royal family; that several were the king’s mistresses and had even borne him children; that some of them had never stepped out of the palace grounds until this trip to France.”(3)

However, Dancing in Cambodia, like other great narrative works, may be read from a variety of perspectives and thematic levels: it may be considered as the narration of a series of encounters, but also as a collection of old and contemporary travel accounts, and even as a narrative essay on the “victims of history” or as an anti-colonial manifesto. Dancing in Cambodia opens with a double encounter, fraught with consequences. It was the enthusiastic encounter
of colonized ruler with the colonizer of his own country, during the acme of the Orientalist vogue, with the “lithe, athletic women” (Ghosh 4), whose androgynous beauty fascinated common people and even artists like “the great Rodin… into ecstasies over the little virgins of Phnom Penh, whose immaterial silhouettes he drew with infinite love, recognizing in their spontaneity the “infancy of Europe” (Ghosh 37).

Accompanying these smart dancers, as their supervisor and head, was the eldest of the King’s daughters, Princess Soumphady, whose royal manners and style of dress had an electrifying effect on the Marseillais Crowd. Though she admired very enthusiastically the clothes and hats of the French women, yet she politely declined the suggestion to wear clothes like those. This was perhaps an indication of the sense of pride that she and other Cambodian women felt about their distinctive attire suited for their variety of dances. Ghosh learns the remaining story of King Sisowath and Princess Soumphady’s 1906 journey to France through Chea Samy, a sister-in-law of Pol Pot and a teacher at the School of Fine Arts in Phnom Penh, in 1993. The car-journey with his friend Molyka who was a mid-level Civil servant and a poised, attractive woman in her early thirties was quite a hazardous one, as it was four months before the countrywide elections to be held under the auspices of United Nation’s Transitional Authority in Cambodia. The personal interview and encounter with Chea Samy reveals the latter’s connection with the royal palace as also with the renowned revolutionary Pol Pot who never showed any favours to his relatives during the period of his rule. Amitav Ghosh describes the situation thus:

Chea Samy was working in a communal Kitchen at the time, cooking and washing dishes. Late that year some party workers stuck a poster on the walls of the Kitchen: they said it was a picture of their leader, Pol Pot. She knew who it was the moment she set eyes on the picture. That was how she discovered that the leader of the terrifying, inscrutable ‘Organization,’ Angkar, that ruled their lives, was none other than little Saloth Sar (Pol Pot) (14).

After ‘breaking’ of Cambodia by the Vietnamese in 1979, the country became ‘like a shattered slate: before you could think of drawing lines on it, you had to find the pieces and fit them together.’(16) In the post revolution period, when the ministry of culture launched an effort to locate the trained classical dancers and teachers who had survived, one of the well-known surviving dancers described their sensitive position in these words: “I was like a smoker who gives up smoking. I would dream of dance when I was alone or at night. You could get through the day because of the hard work. It was the nights that were really difficult; we would lie awake wondering who was going to be called out next. That was when I would dance, in my head.”(17) As if to reinforce the significant role of culture and art in the process of national reconstruction even in the most trying circumstances, Amitav Ghosh tells the readers:

Like everyone around her, Chea Samy too had started all over again—at the age of sixty, with her health shattered by the years of famine and hard labour. Working with quiet, dogged persistence, she and a handful of other dancers and musicians slowly brought together a ragged, half-starved lunch of orphans and castaways, and with the discipline of their long, rigorous years of training they began to resurrect the art that Princess Soumphady and Luk Khun Meak had passed on to them in that long-ago world, when King Sisowath reigned. Out of the ruins around them, they began to create the means of denying Pol Pot his victory. (18)

Shifting the narrative back and forth, Ghosh highlights the problems of Cambodia’s colonization by France as also the rise of Pol Pot, Khmer Rouge, other minority groups resorting to Guerrilla war-tactics, and attack by Vietnam, through the strategies of contrast and comparison. Thus the complexity of the political, social, economic, cultural and ethnic problems gets concretized with the help of analytical portrayals of Norodom Sihanouk, Minister Thiounn and his grandson Thiounn Mumm, Pol Pot and his brother Loth Sieri, King Sisowath, Son Sann, Hun Sen, Khieu Samphan, Rodin at all. In spite of all the political turmoil and chaotic-anarchic situations, one thing that kept the spirit of the ‘nation’ alive in Cambodia is its rich cultural heritage of music and dance. This becomes evident from the vivid description of the cultural festival that was held in Phnom Penh in 1988 amidst the destruction of social, economic, cultural and political fabric of the country:
But people flocked to the theatre the day the festival began. Onesta Carpene, a Catholic relief worker from Italy was one of the handful of foreigners then living in Phnom Penh. She was astonished at the response: the city was in a shambles; there was debris everywhere, spilling out of the houses on to the pavements, the streets were jammed with pillaged cars, there was no money and very little food—‘I could not believe that in a situation like that people would be thinking music and dance.’ But still they came pouring in, and the theatre was filled far beyond its capacity…. When the first musicians came onstage, she [a relief worker] heard sobs all around her. Then, when the dancers appeared, in their shabby, hastily made costumes, suddenly, everyone was crying: old people, young people, soldiers, children—‘you could have sailed out of there in a boat.’ ... They could not stop crying; people went through the entire length of the performance. It was a kind of rebirth: a moment when the grief of survival became indistinguishable from the joy of living. (52)

Thus, Amitav Ghosh cleverly documents the history of isolation by the Khmer Rouge and its consequences through the opening section of this book. Moreover, using examples from history, Ghosh shows that no previous regime had made such systematic and sustained attacks on the middle class. Ghosh also related Cambodia’s civil war to contemporary politics. He too expresses the view that “Cambodia’s was not a civil war in the same sense as Somalia’s or the former Yugoslavia: it was a war on history itself, an experiment in the re-invention of society.”(10)

Conversing with people who relate anecdotes about their family history, is another device used by Ghosh to convey his impressions. It also gives the discourse, for the form of a story. For instance, Ghosh learns the story of King Sisowath and Princess Soumphady’s journey to France in 1906 through Chea Samy, a sister-in-law of Pol Pot and a teacher at the school of Fine Arts in Phnom Penh in 1993. The interview with Chea Samy reveals her connection with the royal palace and Pol Pot. And also, the French painter Rodin gives a human dimension to the unfurling of the socio-political history of Cambodia from May 1906 till 1993. The dates are significant, as in 1906 Sisowath and a hundred classical dancers set sail from Saigon to stage the first ever performance of Cambodian classical dance in Europe, at the exposition Coloniale in Marseille. The year 1993 is very significant as it was the year that countrywide elections were held under the auspices of the UN’s Transitional Authority in Cambodia known by its acronym, UNTAC. The elections, the will-power of the people during duress and their supreme love for music and dance represent the possible resurgence and redemption of Cambodia. Amitav Ghosh cleverly shows that despite the political turmoil and prevailing anarchy, the spirit of the nation is maintained by its rich cultural legacy. This is evident from a vivid description of a cultural festival held in Phnom Penh in 1988. That’s how, towards the end of the first section of his book, Amitav Ghosh shows that the passion for dance and music symbolized the politics of resurgence in Cambodia. The author sums up this mood as “a kind of rebirth: a moment when the grief of survival became indistinguishable from the joy of living.”(52)

This small book is a collection of three essays previously published in journals: “Dancing in Cambodia,” from Granta 44 (Summer of 1993), “Stories in Stones,” from The Observer Magazine, 16 January, 1994, and “At Large in Burma,” previously published in The New Yorker on 12 August, 1996. The first essay contains several illustrations by the French artist Auguste Rodin from his encounter with the dancers who are the subject of Ghosh’s essay. It typifies the writer’s tendency to illustrate bold historical themes through simple individual meetings.

In fact, “Dancing in Cambodia” interweaves two historical encounters. The first is the visit to Marseilles in June of 1906 of King Sisowath of Cambodia and a troupe of nearly a hundred classical dancers and musicians from the royal palace at Phnom Penh. The Second is Amitav Ghosh’s visit to Cambodia in January of 1993 in search of Pol Pot’s sister-in-law, who was said to be one of the country’s greatest dancers- in fact, a national treasure.

Contemporary newspaper accounts suggest that the French were entranced by the exotic King and even more so by the dancers. Their emotional and curious response is perhaps a classic example of orientalisation: “For weeks now,” writes Ghosh,
The Marseille newspapers had been full of tantalizing snippets of information: it was said that the dancers entered the palace as children and spent their lives in seclusion ever afterwards; that their lives revolved entirely around the royal family; that several were the King’s mistresses and had even borne him children; that some of them had never stepped out of the palace grounds until this trip to France. (3)

In fact, whereas “they had expected perhaps a troop of heavily-veiled, voluptuous Salomes, they were not quite prepared for the lithe, athletic women they encountered…. nor indeed, was the rest of Europe” (4). Interestingly, so indescribable did they appear, so far outside the expected boundaries of categorization, that one observer later wrote that, “they seem to belong to no definite sex” (4). The visit to France by the troupe was Cambodia’s contribution to the “Exposition Colonial,” which celebrated France’s colonial possessions. They were simply one of the many wonders that fascinated the French who took the occasion to reflect on their global empire. As Ghosh notes, “there was little by way of exotic and opulent fantasy that the exhibition did not offer, from Tunisian palaces to timber-studded West African mosques and Indo-Chinese pavilions”(2).

Ghosh goes on, however, to describe King Sisowath as a neo-colonial collaborator who sought to imitate the French, whereas the brother whom he succeeded to the throne, Norodom, had been for forty years an annoyance to the French. Sisowath’s intermediary with the French was his interpreter, minister Thiounn. His grandson, Thiounn Mumm, later became immensely influential among the Cambodian elite who studied in France. Ghosh sees his complex intermediary role as “immediately recognizable to any one who has ever inhabited the turbulent limbo of the Asian or African student in Europe – that curious circumstance of social dislocation and emotional turmoil that for more than a century now has provided the site for some of the globe’s most explosive political encounters” (24). Note how Ghosh sets the stage, peoples it with fascinating characters, and then rather broadly interprets the play as paradigmatic of many similar events throughout history. Among those who came under Thiounn Mumm’s sway was one Saloth Sar. In 1952, Thiounn Mumm apparently inducted Saloth Sar into the French Communist party, with hideous future consequences.

CONCLUSION

As Ghosh recounts his tale of past events, he returns us to the time in which he personally enters the historical chain of events. He hopes to speak with Chea Samy because she is old enough to have known King Sisowath- and, more importantly, Princess Soumphady. Princess Soumphady had been in charge of the dancers, and in fact had been a surrogate mother for them; thus, Chea Samy would be a direct connection to the country’s terpsichorean tradition. A woman named Molyka is Ghosh’s friend, and it is she who will escort him to Chea Samy. Molyka is a thirty-one- year-old mid-level civil servant who had braved a great deal in her own life: in 1975, when she was thirteen, the Khmer Rouge had taken Phnom Penh and she and her extended family of fourteen people were evacuated to a labour camp in the province of kompong Thom. Three years later, ten of these were dead, including her father, two brothers, and a sister. Her mother was now a terrified woman; her brother was guilt-ridden for having accidentally betrayed their father. Understandably, Molyka was quite hesitant to meet Chea Samy, since the dancer, after all, was Pol Pot’s sister-in-law.

When Chea Samy was a child, dance was one of the few means by which a commoner could gain entry into the palace. She was taken there in 1925 when she was six. When King Sisowath died two years later, his son’s favourite mistress, Luk Khun Meak, who was also a dancer, brought to the palace several of her own villagers, including Chea Samy’s future husband and his brother, known as Saloth Sar. He was later to be known only as Pol Pot. Because of these palace connections, Saloth Sar was given a scholarship to study electronics in Paris in 1949. While there, he was heavily influenced by several well-known leftists and communists, and upon his return three years later to Cambodia, he began working for the Indochina Communist Party. In 1963, he disappeared, and “emerged” in 1975 as Pol Pot, when the Khmer Rouge seized power. Again, notice how Ghosh weaves individual lives, often of characters whom traditional history has overlooked, into an intricate tapestry of connections.
In 1979, the Vietnamese brought about the collapse of Pol Pot’s regime, and the many evacuees began straggling back to their villages. During the intense period of his reign, however, as many as 90 per cent of the country’s pre-revolution artists were killed. As Ghosh puts it: “it was a war on history itself, an experiment in the re-invention of society. No regime in history had ever before made so systematic and sustained an attack on the middle class. Yet, if the experiment was proof of anything at all, it was ultimately of the indestructibility of the middle class, of its extraordinary tenacity and resilience; its capacity to preserve its forms of knowledge and expression through the most extreme kinds of adversity” (10). Why does he draw this conclusion? Since many of the survivors had to invent imaginary histories for themselves during the Pol Pot years (in order to avoid extermination), the time afterwards was one of personal struggle to remember who, in fact, they were. At the same time, it was a period of reconstruction of the artistry and culture of the nation. In Ghosh’s words, “they had to start from the beginning, literally, like ragpickers, piecing their families their roofs, their lives together from the little that was left” (18). In reinventing Cambodia’s culture, “they began to create the means of denying Pol Pot his Victory” (18).

Ghosh blames the French for a good bit of Pol Pot’s extremis, starting with the racism the madman may have picked up from them. In any case, Ghosh describes the Khmer Rouge agenda as racist nationalism aimed at Cambodia’s Vietnamese minority. He quotes the dictator’s brother as believing that the troubles began when Saloth Sar (soon to become “Pol Pot”) went off to Paris. The author then makes an interesting comparison between Pol Pot and King Sisowath – and broadens his observation still further. “The trip to France,” he writes,

‘The dream of his whole life,’ evidently cast King Sisowath’s mind into the same kind of turmoil, the same tumult of shock and bewilderment that has provoked generations of displaced students – the Gandhi’s, the Senghor’s, and the Kenyatta’s, amongst thousands of their less illustrious countrymen – to close their doors upon the cold unfamiliarity of wintry Western cities and lock themselves into their rooms to pour their hearts out in letters, recording their impressions for those they had left at home.(39)

The émigrés he mentions are strikingly different from Saloth Sar, are they not? In fact, Pol Pot may have locked himself away in his Parisian garret and spent a lot of his time thinking and writing, but he shared very few of his thoughts with his family. His mind turned inward, towards a fundamentalist apocalyptic vision of social change. He admired the French Revolution’s Robespierre, and Ghosh quotes the playwright who had that madman announce that “Terror is an emanation of virtue” (50).

King Sisowath chose the opposite path toward social transformation: rather than burning his culture to the ground, he offered an exhortation to his countrymen to imitate French technology. The King’s choice seems to have been the one that is now more influential in former colonies, but Ghosh, while clearly repulsed by Pol Pot, nonetheless concludes that “no one is likely to thank” Sisowath for his accommodating attitude toward the colonizer (42).

Happily, Ghosh ends his essay on an upbeat note, recording that the dance tradition that King Sisowath had brought to Marseilles and that Pol Pot had nearly succeeded in obliterating, was restored to its former glory in 1988. Chea Samy and a few others like her had managed to pass along what they knew, and in that year, classical Cambodian dance was once again performed in Phnom Penh. Thus, the storyteller shows his knack for leading us back in time, through various overgrown footpaths, demonstrating interesting forgotten incidents that daily intersect, and then bringing us comfortably back to the spot where we began.
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